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Passive Income: Start Your Journey To Financial Freedom!Publisher's Note: This NEW 2nd Edition
has been improved to give you even MORE details.Are you tired of working hard and still living your
life on pennies?Are you still scratching your head over the poor career decisions you made?Would
you be interested in generating a great passive income while enjoying your life?One more
questionâ€¦Would you rather work 8 or more hours a day for marginal income or work 2-3 hours a
day for an impressive multiple of your current income?If you chose the obvious answer, you just
may be the next person to say goodbye to a tedious, monotonous, and mind numbing job. I sure
hope you are! Because there is a lot of wealth to spread and not enough people wanting to take
advantage of it!The time has come for you to step outside the box and start transforming your life.
This amazing book will totally change the way you make money, guaranteed! No more wasting time
on useless articles, eBooks and watching hours and hours of videos showing same outdated
stuff.â€œKnowledge truly is power, and how you get that knowledge is of little to no
importanceâ€•This book will show you:What exactly passive income really is!A step by step guide, to
build your personal money machineThe most effective passive income ideas
Including:EbooksAffiliatesAppsYouTubeOnline CoursesAll resources in order to get started fast**
This is not a scam, or some shoddy business opportunity where you need to invest thousands of
dollars and then cross your fingers to see some profits.It's a great one-of-a-kind opportunity without
any loopholes. Yes, you can make a long term reliable income with this powerful method.Just
imagineâ€¦Enjoying the luxury vacation of your dreams with your loved ones!Paying all your bills on
time with a sweet smile on your face Depositing massive money in your bank account each and
every month!Never worrying about your retirement again!Stop punching the clock... stop feeding
yourself those stale burgers in order to reach your office fast... stop living life on someone else's
terms...You deserve a better life. A life where you can spend quality time with your loved ones while
making lots of money from home!You now have an incredible book, a step by step system that can
help you make great income.You Do Not Want to Miss Out on the Honest Wisdom
Inside!â˜…â˜…â˜… Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! â˜…â˜…â˜…
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A pretty general overview of common, mostly mediocre approaches. Not the greatest investment of
$4 and 20 minutes ...

This book is a great guide for anyone wanting to create one or more passive income streams.I really
like the fact that the author is really honest about what it really takes to start making passive income,
and he's not trying to sell the idea of gettig rich quick that most books try to sell.He makes it very
clear that creating a passive income stream takes time and effort, but it can be done, and he shows
you exactly how you can do it.Great book!

It is an excellent guide book enclosed with multiple streams of passive income to help me with
achieving financial freedom. This book includes the procedures of passive income through eBooks,
Affiliates, Apps, Youtube and online courses. It describes everything needed to get started in a very
short, easy and realizable way. I found it very useful.

If you are interested in making passive income, whether through your hobby or even a grand
business idea, this book will help you get started; it really does cover all the bases you need to know
before you jump in head first, and ensure your head in the best place possible when taking on this
new chapter in your life. This book has explained so much about it too. It has some great stuff about

the different ways that one can earn some income. Ways like going for the Kindle Marketing, FBA,
and the likes. Once read thoroughly, this book can be a great help to anyone wanting to start
earning some passive income. If youâ€™re into business and want something new, this book is
totally for you. Itâ€™s very detailed and informative.

If you read this book you will be able to learn the details where to invest through online and to what
type of business. This book includes the procedures of passive income through eBooks, Affiliates,
Apps, Youtube and online courses. It describes everything needed to get started in a very short,
easy and realizable way. This book gave me a walkthrough and everything I need to know about
passive income providing the risks and the pros and cons about this type of income. The author has
described every single part very clearly and step-by-step. Great book.

Ralph does a great job of outlining the different paths for creating passive income. As if you didn't
already need a reason to switch from active to passive income, Ralph outlines the benefits of
passive income and what it can do for your life. I like the hard truth that most of us won't make a
huge salary in our life. I currently sell ebooks and my own products and let me tell you Ralph is
correct in saying ebooks is the easier path. I disagree that it even takes more upfront work. Ebooks
are the way to go.

It feels nice knowing you can earn money just by doing nothing, but it involves some effort both at
the start and also to manage. After reading this book, I realized that there are so many ways to
make passive income. One just need the knowledge to be able to get these things and the author of
this book has done a good job in providing this knowledge for the reader.

Though this book only covers a small generalized area I found it to be quite informative and thought
provoking, this is exactly what I was looking for, ideas, directions to go into, etc. now it's up to me to
explore further ideas! I recommend this book to everyone who is interested in PASSIVE INCOME.
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